In celebration of Book Week 2019, the Year 4s of Room 15 wrote their own
information reports about their own jabberwocks.

Fire Dragon by Addison
The Fire Dragon is a mythical creature that can only be found in a dark and spooky
forest.
The Fire Dragon has blue and purple scales that fade into each other and changes colour
so it can camouflage. It breathes fire that is extremely hot to the touch. It also has cuts
from all the chains wrapped around the body.
It has big green eyes that look like emeralds. It has black and grey wings and has very
pointy horns that turn red when it is angry. It has a long tail that is wrapped in chains
and has big sharp teeth. The scales feel very smooth to the touch and the horns feel very
rough. The emerald eyes shimmer in the light. The wings feel very thick and rough. The
mythical creature turns into a werewolf on a full moon but not an eclipse.
It can breathe fire but only when it’s angry. It can fly up to 500 feet. Finally it can whack
people really hard with its long tail that’s wrapped in chains. It eats mice, rats and plants
but only when they’re dead. It lives in a dark and spooky forest called Spooky Tree
Forest.
You can defeat the Fire Dragon with a long sharp sword, a light and swamp water. First,
you have to attack it with the sword so it can become weak then shine light at it so it
falls to the ground then pour the swamp water on to it so it dies.

Draca by Nicholas
It is a carnivore and it lives in the turning woods, anywhere really but it depends on what
animal/habitat.
Draca is a three headed dog. It has armour that is invincible, but only a werewolf bite can break
it. He is as big as a regular classroom and he’s the shape of a regular dog and he has a blackish
brown colour under his armour he is just a three headed dog. Also he has horns all over his
body and sharp claws they are like knifes. He has fangs that can pierce right through you like
a vampire. And his eyes are brown and scary and one of them has a scare on his left eye. And
when you look at him you feel like you’ll never be happy again.
His powers and strengths would be flight to go to deferent habitats and places to scare and
shape shifting and he would normally be a hyena because they a fast and when he does run
people can’t see his three heads! So they can’t tell if its him or not! And his defence tell me
about he uses his armour and his horns.
His diet would be meat any type of meat! You name it! It most likely will be in the twisting
Woods and he sometimes he goes to vampire places he’s kind of a pet for a vampire. His
camouflage is amazing he can even smell you from 2 miles away! This creature is magical so
beware and some say if you drink it’s slobber you will have powers of a thousand! Every power
you can think of!
This is How to defeat it…if you ever get a glimpse of it. Find the slobber it will sparkle so
don’t get mixed up! Drink it and turn into a werewolf with the strongest armour you can think
of and battle but be careful if you do this he might try and stop you by eating you so be quick
about it! And bit it but it won’t be easy!

The Purple Lycle by Bella
The Purple Lycle is a big purple flying reptile monster with one yellow eye, massive
spikes running down from the back to the head. It has huge jaws poking out from the
small mouth, a tail with holes going all the way through. It also has humungous wings
on the side of the huge scaly creature.
It can use its wings to transform into pistils. One of them shoots out lava and the other
one with ice. It can also turn other people into mini-versions of themselves. Its head is
extremely strong when it charges forward to attack the creature that’s attacking it.
The creature eats metal and steel. It lives in big salt lakes with no fish or any animals
around it. The salt lakes need to be deep and huge because of how big the Purple
Lycle is. It’s about the size of 13 buses.
Defeating it is incredibly difficult. You have to find a diamond ,squeeze the wings
together and the diamond will disintegrate. The wings and body will collapse because
of the stuff that’s in the diamond.

The Demntwerewock by Adam
It is a mythological creature. The Demntwerewock is a strong bird creature. It has spikes
coming out of the wings. It has twelve legs and it’s red and blue and it has a big
tummy.
It has a poisonous stinger that when it stings you turn to stone. One of the three heads
can suck the happiness from you. The other two have sharp teeth and could kill you in
one bite.
The Demntwerewock eats reptiles like crocodiles. It also eats insects and deer and
unicorns. It lives on gaming island with other mythical creatures like the hopper. You
can defeat it by shooting it or string it in the heads or the heart and the stinger will kill
it instantly.

Moonrightorusganorus by Emily
It is a mythical creature from the beginning of heaven.
The Moonrightorusganorus has a tiger crossed with a dog and a unicorn head but that’s only just one of
its heads! The other head is on the other end of his body and looks like a squirrel’s tail with a snake
face. The crossed head has three eyes of flame actually burning! It has a wolf nose with vampire fangs.
His body is incredible. His back is spiky like a porcupine’s and on each side he has a small set of wings.
The monster has thirteen razor sharp legs just like his back but are not as spiky. The monster’s two
heads actually do not contain eyes but the beast has a very good sense of movement which hear can
hear footsteps hundreds of thousands miles long. The beast’s colour is different types of red such as
crimson and scarlet. Also this monster contains a deadly poisonous liquid in its razor sharp spikes on
his back. It has two heads, one is a snake and another is half tiger half dog.
As I already informed you the Moonrightorusganorus contains a deadly poisonous liquid in it’s spikes.
As well as it’s spikes the monster can fly quite quickly so it is incredibly difficult to make it land on
solid ground. One of its other strengths is that it has a magical horn which protects itself from the
following: guns, swords, cutlery, any type of arrow except normal and snowballs. The beast’s two
mouths can shoot lasers which stupidly do no damage to its opposition. The Moonrightorusganorus
only feeds on human flesh or it’s type of specie. It is the guardian of heaven and whenever it kills
someone it does not allow them into the afterlife. He is also a sacred monster god so the humans
steer clear from this god.
The only incredible way to destroy this ferocious monster is to use a powerful cannon ball to shoot it
up to heaven and then shoot off it’s wings so the monster can not swoop down from heaven to murder
humans.
There are 200 Moonrightorusganoruses on Earth!

